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as a whole. Existing concepts, as suggested by Alexander and others, 
rely on segregated but integrating circuits, some of them form-
ing  functional  subsystems  or  cortico–striato–thalamic  “loops” 
(Alexander et al., 1986).
These integrated loops may also control basic processes such 
as sexual arousal which has been previously characterized as mul-
tidimensional, spanning various functional systems and brain 
areas in humans. During processing of sexually salient informa-
tion, cognitive, motivational, emotional, and autonomic proc-
esses can be discerned which contribute to different aspects of 
the subjective experience and which are known to interact heavily 
(Redouté et al., 2000). Recent studies could differentiate subsys-
tems involved in processing of either specific sexual arousal or 
general emotional intensity or valence (Walter et al., 2008a). While 
the ventral striatum and hypothalamus were identified as core 
structures of sexual arousal, the pregenual anterior cingulate cortex 
IntroductIon
Functional imaging studies of the last decade have vastly illustrated 
the importance of cortical networks for the highly differentiated 
subfunctions of human behavior, while the role of subcortical 
structures, foremost the basal ganglia, in guiding human behavior 
has not been investigated to an equal extent. This is mainly due 
to the fact that these comparably small structures remained dif-
ficult to characterize given the limited spatial resolutions of non-
invasive imaging techniques such as fMRI. However, a huge body 
of literature from animal studies or clinical insights from brain 
lesions exists, which suggests that the elaborate set of cortical func-
tional networks may be orchestrated by anatomically well-defined 
subcortical structures. Since subcortical components of cortico–
subcortical networks could not be sufficiently characterized so far, 
their functional segregation based on non-invasive imaging studies 
seems crucial to understanding the brain’s functional   architecture 
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Thalamocortical loops, connecting functionally segregated, higher order cortical regions, and 
basal ganglia, have been proposed not only for well described motor and sensory regions, 
but also for limbic and prefrontal areas relevant for affective and cognitive processes. These 
functions are, however, more specific to humans, rendering most invasive neuroanatomical 
approaches impossible and interspecies translations difficult. In contrast, non-invasive imaging 
of functional neuroanatomy using fMRI allows for the development of elaborate task paradigms 
capable of testing the specific functionalities proposed for these circuits. Until recently, spatial 
resolution largely limited the anatomical definition of functional clusters at the level of distinct 
thalamic nuclei. Since their anatomical distinction seems crucial not only for the segregation 
of cognitive and limbic loops but also for the detection of their functional interaction during 
cognitive–emotional integration, we applied high resolution fMRI on 7 Tesla. Using an event-
related design, we could isolate thalamic effects for preceding attention as well as experience 
of erotic stimuli. We could demonstrate specific thalamic effects of general emotional arousal in 
mediodorsal nucleus and effects specific to preceding attention and expectancy in intralaminar 
centromedian/parafascicular complex. These thalamic effects were paralleled by specific 
coactivations in the head of caudate nucleus as well as segregated portions of rostral or caudal 
cingulate cortex and anterior insula supporting distinct thalamo–striato–cortical loops. In addition 
to predescribed effects of sexual arousal in hypothalamus and ventral striatum, high resolution 
fMRI could extent this network to paraventricular thalamus encompassing laterodorsal and 
parataenial nuclei. We could lend evidence to segregated subcortical loops which integrate 
cognitive and emotional aspects of basic human behavior such as sexual processing.
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(pgACC) was found to integrate information of sexual intensity 
and emotional valence. The role of the thalamus, however, was 
defined as mediating emotional intensity, mainly via activations 
in its mediodorsal compartment. Insufficient spatial resolution in 
prior studies limited interpretation of thalamic activations despite 
its well described functional parcellation according to a number 
of intriguing studies in animals. In humans, recent investigations 
confirmed functional and structural specificity of thalamocorti-
cal connectivities (Johansen-Berg et al., 2005; Klein et al., 2010; 
Zhang et al., 2010). Given the functional heterogeneity of the cor-
tical regions, an involvement of the thalamus as a whole in one 
subcomponent of sexual arousal could at least be questioned, and 
in light of its considerably diverse connections to a number of 
subcortical and cortical “hubs”, its role may have been underesti-
mated or oversimplified.
In the same direction, the functional integration of distinct 
thalamocortical loops, and thus thalamic nuclei, into cortical and 
basal ganglia networks could not be considered for clinical con-
cepts based on human imaging findings. Accordingly, controversial 
findings of increased or decreased functional connectivity between 
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and “the thalamus” as a whole 
could not be satisfactorily traced back to different thalamic target 
structures, but were related to differences in patient populations 
or methodologies (Anand et al., 2005; Greicius et al., 2007; Walter 
et al., 2009).
Thalamocortical  loops,  connecting  functionally  segregated, 
higher order cortical regions, and basal ganglia, have been pro-
posed not only for well described motor and sensory regions, but 
also for limbic and prefrontal areas relevant for affective and cog-
nitive processes (Alexander et al., 1986). The high specificity of 
these latter functions to humans, however, renders most invasive 
neuroanatomical approaches impossible and interspecies transla-
tions difficult.
Mirroring one major distinction of cortical functional networks, 
a thalamic set of regions mediating either cognitive attentional or 
affective interoceptive processing may be hypothesized. Since both 
of these functional networks, namely the default mode network 
and the task positive network, comprise of characteristic nodes in 
the prefrontal cortex (PFC), current parcellations of the thalamus 
into components with preferential connectivity to PFC, or other 
large cortical lobes (Zhang et al., 2010), may not adequately address 
this functional segregation within the thalamus. There is however 
strong evidence, that anatomical parcellations of the thalamus may 
in fact serve the purpose of functional segregation both in animals 
and humans.
The involvement of the mediodorsal thalamus (MD) in emo-
tional processing and its distinct detectability by high resolution 
fMRI has been shown even on a single-subject level (Walter et al., 
2008b).  Coactivation  with  rostral  ACC,  previously  coined  the 
“affective division” of the cingulate cortex, has been reported in 
the context of increased emotional salience during erotic process-
ing (Walter et al., 2008a).
The intralaminar thalamic nuclei, particularly the centromedian/
parafascicular thalamic complex (CM/PF) are involved in atten-
tion processing and general arousal including the control of the 
level of cortical activity (Haber and Calzavara, 2009). They provide 
strong projections to the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) 
(van der Werf et al., 2002). The dorsal, “cognitive   division” of the 
ACC (Devinsky et al., 1995) together with the anterior insula form 
the core components of both the salience network (Seeley et al., 
2007) and the cingulo–opercular attention network (Dosenbach 
et al., 2008) which is crucial for maintaining attention to previously 
selected tasks or targets.
In addition to a functional segregation, the inclusion of basal 
ganglia, functional cortical divisions and thalamic subregions into 
the distinct loops has to be shown to support functional integra-
tion. The MD is one major relay nucleus in the thalamus and its 
putative role in connecting basal ganglia and cortex has been widely 
addressed invasively, however, it has been poorly substantiated using 
direct support from non-invasive imaging data in humans. As part 
of the salience network, MD was proposed to connect anterior 
insula and dACC, two regions which are themselves characterized 
by specific neuronal setup of large bipolar neurons. Besides its rela-
tion to salience that closely links MD to the processing of stimuli 
capable of drawing and binding our attention, this nucleus has also 
been related to the processing of the emotional experience that is 
often associated with salient stimuli, but processed in an affective 
network encompassing more rostral portions of ACC (Devinsky 
et al., 1995).
In this context, the processing of sexually salient and emotion-
ally relevant stimuli, in combination with an attentional task, 
seems a perfect model to investigate the functional segregation 
and integration of thalamocortical networks. These networks 
are set up by specific thalamic hubs, residing in anatomically 
predefined nuclei and specifically process e.g., preceding atten-
tion,  which  can  be  used  to  discern  cognitive  and  stimulus-
driven components of attention to salient material (Corbetta 
and Shulman, 2002).
Direct comparison of functional connectivity of MD and CM/
PF, with its putative targets in affective and cognitive divisions 
of the ACC and insula, has not been attempted. Therefore, our 
study aimed to reveal this relationship by using the high resolu-
tion of a 7 Tesla functional imaging setup, able to specify small 
structures on subcortical level, that are not detectable on lower 
fields. In addition, it was tested, if exceeding these two com-
ponents of the multiple dimensions of sexual arousal, specific 
hubs of the other two dimensions, namely the motivational and 




We scanned 10 healthy, heterosexual male right-handed subjects 
(mean age: 25.6 years SD: 1.51). All subjects had a partner at the 
time of scanning, were sexually active and recent or previous sexual 
dysfunction was excluded in a standard clinical interview. Prior 
to the fMRI experiment, all subjects were further examined by an 
experienced neurologist. No subject had to be excluded for history 
of neurological or psychiatric disorders and all subjects performed 
within the normal range during neuropsychological assessment 
of individual attention and concentration performance using the 
d2 test of attention (Brickenkamp and Zillmer, 1998). The study 
was approved by the local IRB. Research subjects participated after 
giving informed written consent.Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  3
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instruction was given that during each fixation period (indicated by 
a fixation cross, also shown to the subject prior to the experiment), 
subjects should disengage themselves from the last condition, just 
fixating the cross. They were explained, that pictures randomly 
appear, being cued or not cued by a preceding arrow and that in 
very rare cases, arrows could appear without subsequent picture, 
just being followed by a fixation cross. They were told, that this was 
necessary for the experimental design, but very rarely the case, so 
active anticipation should be performed any time. No misleading 
cues were used by our design, to assure subjects’ compliance and 
all pictures were only shown once. After subjects have entered the 
scanner, prior to experiment, indication of arrows as well as a very 
short repetition of the instruction was given to the subjects and 
they were asked for open questions.
In our analysis, we focus on the erotic and emotional anticipa-
tion periods as well as the picture perception phase.
IMage acquIsItIon
All experiments were performed on a 7 Tesla whole body MR system 
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). An eight-element phased array coil 
(Rapid Biomedical, Germany) was used for signal transmission (RF 
power distributed to result in a pseudo CP excitation) and reception 
(eight independent receive channels). Anatomical reference data 
were acquired with 3D-MPRAGE (1 mm isotropic resolution, TI 
1050, TR 2300 ms, flip angle 5°). For high resolution functional 
imaging, single-shot EPI was optimized for 7 Tesla (see Figure 1). 
SAR was reduced by decreasing the nominal fat saturation flip 
angle. Imaging parameters were FOV 220 × 220 mm, matrix size 
128 × 128, 16 slices, 3-mm slice thickness, 0.6-mm gap, TR 1000, 
TE 24 ms, 6/8 partial Fourier, GRAPPA factor 2, sinusoidal read-
out gradient. The small voxel volumina of 12 μl result in reduced 
ParadIgM
We adopted the stimulation paradigm described in Heinzel et al. 
(2006) and Walter et al. (2007, 2008b), which has been reported 
to reliably induce sexual and emotional arousal by means of sub-
jective self-assessment and which was found to effectively elicit 
neural responses in key structures relevant for sexual and emotional 
arousal (Walter et al., 2007). To gain sufficient power for a single-
subject single-run paradigm, the number of stimulus repetitions 
was increased, extending the total duration to 13.6 min. Picture 
sets consisted of 20 erotic and 20 non-erotic emotional pictures 
of humans, taken from the international affective picture system 
(IAPS) (Lang et al., 2005). Picture sets were counterbalanced for 
standard values of arousal, pleasantness, and dominance as pro-
vided by the IAPS. Furthermore, the categories were balanced for 
mean ratings of perceived emotional intensity as well as for per-
ceived saliency, defined as the degree to which a stimulus captures a 
subject’s attention. These were rated separately to account for pos-
sible interactions between both aspects of general arousal. Together 
with a measure of pleasantness and sexual intensity, the ratings 
were previously obtained from 22 healthy male subjects (mean age: 
26.4 years SD: 4.1). The values were 14 (SD 6) for sexual intensity 
in emotional, and 61 (SD 13) for specific sexual intensity (SSI) in 
sexual pictures. There was no significant difference between erotic 
and non-erotic emotional pictures (mean values ± SD) regarding 
the values of emotional intensity, which is a marker of general 
emotional arousal (GEA) (55 ± 13, 54 ± 12), salience (54 ± 14, 
57 ± 10), or valence (62 ± 10, 66 ± 9).
After the scanning session, our 10 subjects were asked to rate 
erotic and non-erotic stimuli for induced sexual arousal, emotional 
intensity, salience, and perceived feeling of pleasure. This was done 
to assure that the stimuli induced sexual arousal in our subjects and 
that they were matched for all categories except sexual intensity, as 
emotional pictures were taken to be non-erotic.
Pictures were presented for 4 s and were projected to a screen 
mounted to the head coil via a LCD projector. After each picture 
presentation, a white fixation cross appeared for a variable dura-
tion of 7.5–10.5 s and served as an experimental resting period. 
Stimuli were preceded by short presentations of arrows at durations 
of 3–5 s. The subjects were instructed to actively anticipate the 
upcoming picture category as sexual or emotional intense indi-
cated by special types of white arrows on a black screen: Arrows 
either indicated the type of the subsequent picture when they were 
presented with an exclamation mark (erotic picture: upward, non-
erotic picture: downward arrows) or provided information about 
the number of people on the subsequent picture (upward with one 
dot: one person; upward with two dots: two people). Arrows indi-
cating numbers of subjects did not indicate whether the subsequent 
picture was an erotic or non-erotic emotional picture and both 
picture categories were equal in regards of number of displayed 
persons. Both erotic and emotional pictures were explicitly cued in 
50% of the cases and a total of 12 arrows were presented without 
subsequent picture conditions. Active anticipation of the upcoming 
picture category was explicitly required from the subjects and was 
explained to be necessary for the experiment. Subjects were asked to 
passively view the upcoming pictures during the subsequent picture 
condition and let it act on them. No active response was requested to 
avoid confound on our experiment e.g., by motor preparation. The 
FIguRe 1 | Orientation of functional slices during fMRI session. Sixteen 
slices were acquired in an interleaved order.Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  4
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for possible susceptibility artifacts from neighboring structures. 
Following a standard protocol in BrainVoyager QX for anatomical 
overlays, statistical maps were interpolated to correspond to the 
underlying anatomical resolution of 1 mm³.
Subjective ratings of sexual intensity, emotional intensity, and 
arousal were assessed on a visual analog scale from 10 to 90 (Walter 
et al., 2008a). Differences between emotional and erotic picture 
conditions in all three subjective dimensions were compared using 
a two-sided paired t-tests with a significance level of p < 0.05.
results
behavIoral assessMent
To test the matching of emotional dimensions in our subjects, 
we directly compared their ratings of GEA, SSI, and emotional 
valence for both erotic and emotional stimuli. Comparing emo-
tional/erotic stimuli, the mean values ± SD were 60 ± 13/56 ± 12 
for GEA, 56 ± 13/58 ± 9 for salience, 14 ± 5/62 ± 16 for SSI and 
69 ± 11/65 ± 9 for valence. While erotic and non-erotic emotional 
stimuli did not differ in subjective ratings of GEA, salience and 
valence ratings (p > 0.2), there was a significant difference of their 
SSI ratings (t = −9.319, p < 0.0001).
segregatIon of general effects of PIcture vIewIng and 
PIcture exPectancy
To differentiate between networks related to attentional and per-
ceptive task components, anticipation (representing a rather atten-
tional task), and picture viewing (representing a more perceptive 
task) were compared: Anticipation of both erotic and emotional 
pictures revealed overlapping thalamic activations in bilateral CM/
PF, superior colliculus and pulvinar by the conjunction analysis 
[expectancy of erotic × expectancy of emotional]. The effects of 
anticipation were restricted to intralaminar portions of the tha-
lamus even at the uncorrected conjoint threshold of p < 0.05 (see 
Figure 2, blue voxels).
In contrast, the conjunction of main effects of picture viewing 
[erotic pictures × emotional pictures] revealed common effects in 
the bilateral MD formation. However, these effects did not extend 
into the intralaminar portions, covered by the first conjunction 
(see Figure 2, red voxels). Similar to the expectancy condition, 
additional subcortical activations for main effects of picture view-
ing were found in the bilateral pulvinar, superior colliculus and in 
the right putamen (p < 0.05 for conjunction).
This distinct assignment of CM/PF to anticipation and MD to 
visual perception of erotic and emotional stimuli was also reflected 
by coactivation of characteristic cortical networks of the respec-
tive main effects of expectancy or picture viewing: Anticipation 
was related to bilateral activations in the dorsal ACC, supracallosal 
midcingulate cortex (MCC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and 
anterior insula (see Figure 3) as well as (bi-)lateral supramarginal 
gyrus (SMG), medial temporal complex (MT+), superior temporal 
sulcus (STS), visual cortex and activation in right medial frontal 
gyrus (MFG), superior frontal sulcus (SFS), inferior frontal sul-
cus (IFS), and superior temporal gyrus (STG). Picture viewing 
instead was found to show common activations in the visual cor-
tex and supracallosal MCC as well as left insular cortex, bilateral 
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), MFG, and precentral gyrus (PrecG, 
see Table 4).
dephasing across the voxel. Therefore, high spatial resolution allows 
a minimization of signal dropouts. During the online reconstruc-
tion, all data were motion and distortion corrected based on a 
reference measurement of the local point spread function (Zaitsev 
et al., 2004), which was optimized for use in high fields (Speck 
et al., 2008).
data PreProcessIng and analysIs
Preprocessing  and  statistical  analysis  was  performed  using 
BrainVoyager  QX  1.9  (Brain  Innovation,  Maastricht,  The 
Netherlands) (Goebel et al., 2006). Preprocessing of the functional 
scans included a more accurate offline correction of residual head 
motion, slice scan time correction and removal of linear trends. A 
high pass filter of 0.0037 Hz was applied, corresponding to three 
replication cycles or less over the whole session, to remove low 
frequency noise that could not be explained by our design.
Functional images were co-registered with anatomical images 
and resliced to 3D data sets using a trilinear interpolation algorithm. 
This transformation resulted in isotropic voxels of 2 × 2 × 2 mm, 
which was found to be a reasonable trade off between spatial reso-
lution and the number of voxelwise comparisons to correct for. 
Anatomical and functional data were transferred into Talairach 
space as implemented by the software used. Statistical analysis 
was performed creating individual three-dimensional statistical 
maps for each subject. Smoothing of 4 mm was applied to all data. 
Parameter estimates for our experimental conditions were calcu-
lated using a general linear model (GLM) (Friston et al., 1995) on 
3D volume time courses.
The fixation period was entered as a regressor of no interest in 
our design matrix and was not further analyzed for the purpose 
of this study. The design matrix included regressors of interest 
for the different types of picture presentation and for the antici-
pation periods. Group analysis was performed using a random 
effects model.
Conditions and contrasts were tested separately. To control for 
multiple comparisons, the standard false discovery rate (FDR) 
(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese et al., 2002) method 
implemented in BrainVoyager QX was used for orienting contrasts. 
This thresholding method computes a single voxel threshold for the 
desired level of false positives according to the number of detected 
suprathreshold voxels. The FDR was set to q < 0.05, which means 
that less than 5% of all voxels were accepted to be false positives.
Subsequent  statistical  analyses  for  thalamic  subregions  MD 
and CM are reported on an (uncorrected) p-threshold of 0.001. 
Complex conjunction analyses were calculated for a p < 0.05, using 
the conjunction null approach. This method tests for voxels in 
which both contrasts included in the conjunction yield significant 
results reflecting the assumptions of a logical conjunction. This is 
preferred over the global null conjunction testing against the case 
that both contrasts are non-significant (Nichols et al., 2005).
Resulting 3D statistical maps were then overlaid on subjects’ ana-
tomical high resolution images to relate activations to underlying 
structures which were identified using a standard anatomical atlas 
(Mai et al., 2004). Group results are displayed on a high resolution 
template provided by the MRIcron software (Rorden et al., 2007), 
which was transferred into Talairach space. Effects were further 
validated by direct overlays on the original EPI data to account Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  5
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FIguRe 2 | Thalamic activation during anticipation and picture period. 
Thalamic activation for the conjunction [erotic pictures × emotional pictures] 
revealed the bilateral mediodorsal thalamus (red voxels) while the anticipation 
period, examined by the conjunction [erotic anticipation × emotional 
anticipation], activated the intralaminar centromedian/parafascicular thalamic 
nucleus (blue voxels) (conj. p < 0.05, x: −5, y: −13, z: 10, right; z: 3, left). Right 
upper figure adapted from Mai, J., Assheuer, J., and Paxinos, G. (2004). Atlas of 
the Human Brain. San Diego: Academic Press/Elsevier.
FIguRe 3 | Cortical activation during anticipation period. Regions with significant signal increases during anticipation period [erotic anticipation × emotional 
anticipation] (conj. p < 0.05 uncorrected, x: −1, y: 1, z: −10; see also Table 2).Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  6
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sPecIfIc effects of sex wIthIn exPectancy and PIcture PerIods
Erotic versus emotional anticipation
To analyze the sex-specific, task dependent effect within the antici-
pation period, anticipation of erotic and emotional pictures was 
analyzed by direct comparison: The contrast between anticipation 
of erotic versus anticipation of emotional stimuli (see Table 2) elic-
ited significantly greater thalamic activation for the erotic condition 
(p < 0.001) in the dorsal intralaminar portion with peak activa-
tions in the lateral habenula and medial centromedian complex, 
posterior to the PF.
Further significant activations of specific thalamic nuclei were 
found  in  the  bilateral  ventral  anterior  (VA)  thalamic  nucleus 
(Figure 5) as well as in the paraventricular portion of the thala-
mus, corresponding to paraventricular mediodorsal, LD, and PT 
thalamic nuclei. In addition, we found increased activation in the 
right head of caudate nucleus, left pallidum, and right putamen 
upon anticipation of erotic stimuli.
On the cortical level, increased activations during expectancy of 
erotic stimuli were found in the right anterior insular cortex and 
right dACC. In addition to the regions that were already revealed by 
the conjunction analysis of general effects of expectancy, increased 
activations for only sexual expectancy were found in the right 
frontal eye field (FEF), the bilateral IPS, STS, MT+, and left SPL 
(see Table 2).
MaIn effect of sexual arousal In subcortIcal structures
Sex-specific effects were defined as those effects that were task 
independent and irrespective of GEA. They were revealed by the 
conjunction of contrasts between sexual and emotional con-
ditions of both tasks [anticipation of sexual picture > antici-
pation of emotional picture] × [sexual picture > emotional 
picture] (at a conjoint threshold of p < 0.05 uncorrected). Main 
effects of sex were found on subcortical level in the right par-
aventricular portion of the thalamus (Figure 4), reflecting the 
overlapping effect of sex on anticipation and picture period 
(including the paraventricular mediodorsal, laterodorsal (LD), 
and parataenial (PT) thalamic nuclei), and the right head of 
caudate nucleus.
Cortical activation affected the bilateral inferior parietal sul-
cus (IPS), medial temporal gyrus (MTG), right superior pari-
etal lobule (SPL) as well as left SMG, postcentral gyrus, and 
occipital gyrus (Table 3). It is noteworthy that we did not find 
general effects in the main regions of specific effects of either 
expectancy or picture conditions with the exception of the par-
aventricular thalamus. Medial prefrontal and cingulate cortex 
did not show overlapping effects of sex neither in expectancy 
nor in picture condition. We also did not find general effects 
of sexual intensity in insular cortex as far as it was covered by 
our investigation.
FIguRe 4 | Main effects of sex. Left and middle: Main effects of sex in the 
right paraventricular thalamus including laterodorsal, parataenial, and 
paraventricular mediodorsal thalamic nucleus was shown by the conjunction 
[anticipation of erotic pictures > anticipation of emotional pictures] × [erotic 
pictures > emotional pictures] at an uncorrected threshold of conj. p < 0.05 
(x: 3; y: −13; z: 12). Right: Timecourses in the paraventricular thalamus shown 
separately in the upper picture for erotic (red) and emotional picture perception 
(yellow) and in the lower picture for erotic (dark blue) and emotional anticipation 
(light blue). Peaks for erotic expectancy conditions lagged those of the erotic 
picture conditions by 3 s, which was the actual lag of expectancy and 
subsequent picture conditions. This indicates at least a confound on the 
expectancy effects by their subsequent picture conditions. Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  7
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The conjunction analysis of general effects of picture viewing 
further revealed a cortical effect in the mid-insular cortex. However, 
this effect was left lateralized for erotic and more dorsally and right 
lateralized for emotional picture conditions.
Additionally, both erotic and emotional picture conditions elicited 
significant signal increases in the supracallosal anterior and MCC.
Other effects were found in the MFG, IFS, precentral gyrus 
(PrecG), postcentral gyrus, precuneus (Precun), SFS, SMG, STG, 
STS, MTG as well as primary, and secondary visually areas (FDR, 
q < 0.05, see also Table 4).
Erotic versus non-erotic emotional picture perception
The effect of sex on the perception phase was analyzed by direct 
comparison of erotic and emotional picture viewing, the latter 
matched for emotional intensity and number of displayed people. 
We thus extracted the sex-specific effect independent of emotional 
intensity or general processing of human figures.
The contrast revealing greater activations during sexual condi-
tions than during emotional picture periods showed main subcor-
tical effects in the right paraventricular portion of the thalamus 
(corresponding to paraventricular mediodorsal thalamus, LD, and 
PT thalamic nucleus), the bilateral head of caudate nucleus and 
the stria terminalis (p < 0.001 uncorrected). Cortical effects were 
located in the right PCC, left precuneus, bilateral IPS, and MTG as 
well as left precentral gyrus (p < 0.001, see also Table 4).
greater effects of sex durIng antIcIPatIon or PIcture PerIods
We compared the sex effects during anticipation and picture period 
to identify those sex-specific effects that were task dependent. A task-
by-stimulus interaction was found with greater effects of sex during 
expectancy conditions than during picture periods: The contrast 
[anticipation of erotic pictures > anticipation of emotional pic-
tures] > [erotic pictures > emotional pictures] revealed subcortical 
effects only in the right dorsal intralaminar portion with peak acti-
vations in the lateral habenula and medial centromedian thalamic 
complex, posterior to the PF – the same region that was also shown 
for the effects of sex on the anticipation period itself (p < 0.001 uncor-
rected). The only cortical structures that showed greater effect of sex 
on the expectancy condition were the bilateral anterior insular cortex, 
dACC, SMG, STS, and left precentral gyrus (see Table 5).
Except one cluster in right IPS, we did not find regions that showed 
greater influence of sex on the picture conditions: No other significant 
effect was found for the inverse comparison of erotic versus emotional 
effects in both conditions by the contrast [erotic pictures > emotional 
pictures] > [anticipation of erotic pictures > anticipation of emo-
tional pictures] for an uncorrected threshold of p < 0.001.
dIscussIon
Extending prior results in single subjects (Walter et al., 2008b) on a 
group level, we were able to detect subcortical thalamic activation 
restricted to single nuclei using a single-run design with an optimized 
high resolution single-shot EPI acquisition method at 7 Tesla.
subcortIcal fIndIngs
Our data confirm, for the first time, activations of distinct tha-
lamic nuclei that are restricted to their respective anatomical 
boundaries and specific to their proposed function. Therefore, 
Picture period
To identify the effects of sex and emotion on the perception phase, activ-
ity during erotic, and emotional picture viewing were analyzed sepa-
rately in orienting contrasts for erotic and emotional picture periods:
We found distinct significant effects of erotic picture viewing 
and emotional picture viewing in the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus 
(q < 0.05, FDR corrected).
However the peak activations differed between picture con-
ditions with sexual picture periods leading to peaks which were 
located more mediodorsally, while emotional pictures led to activa-
tions in the (bi-)lateral portions of MD (see Figure 6).
Additional  activations  for  erotic  picture  presentation  were 
located in the right anterior thalamus and pulvinar, the bilateral 
head of caudate nucleus, tectum, right putamen, and left claustrum 
(q < 0.05, FDR corrected), while emotional picture viewing only 
showed effects in bilateral pulvinar, tectum and putamen, but not 
in claustrum and caudate nucleus.
Table 1 | Table of abbreviations.
ACC  anterior cingulate cortex
aIfO  anterior insula, frontal operculum
Cd_head  head of caudate nucleus
CM/PF  centromedian/parafascicular thalamic complex
dACC  dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
FEF  frontal eye field
IFG  inferior frontal gyrus
IFS  inferior frontal sulcus
Insula  insular cortex
IPS  inferior parietal sulcus
LD  laterodorsal thalamic nucleus
LHb  lateral habenula
MCC  midcingulate cortex
MD  mediodorsal thalamic nucleus
MFG  medial frontal gyrus
MT+  medial temporal complex
MTG  medial temporal gyrus
NclCaud  caudate nucleus
OcG  occipital gyrus
Pall  globus pallidus
parav. Thal  paraventricular thalamus
PCC  posterior cingulate cortex
pgACC  pregenual anterior cingulate cortex
PoCG  postcentral gyrus
PrecG  precentral gyrus
Precun  precuneus
PT  parataenial thalamic nucleus
Put  putamen
SFS  superior frontal gyrus
SMA_lat  supplementary motor area (lateral)
SMG  supramarginal gyrus
SPL  superior parietal lobule
STG  superior temporal gyrus
Str. term.  Stria terminalis
STS  superior temporal sulcus
VA  ventral anterior thalamic nucleusFrontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  8
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complex, including parts of the LD and PT thalamic nucleus can 
be related to stimulus-specific sexual content independent of the 
current task, i.e., expectation or picture perception. These sex-
specific activations were mirrored correspondingly by a main effect 
of sexual intensity in the head of caudate nucleus. Interactions in 
terms of task dependent effects of sex that appeared specifically 
during anticipation periods were limited to posterior intralaminar 
and habenula portions of medial thalamic regions. This suggested 
functional distinction is well in line with a number of invasive 
  studies in animals and serves as an indirect evidence for non-
  invasive studies in humans.
our findings lend support to the theory of functional subdivi-
sions within the thalamus coactivating with distinct basal gan-
glia and cingular as well as insular subregions and thus support 
the distinction of affective and cognitive cortical subdivisions, 
based on segregated thalamocortical loops (Devinsky et al., 1995; 
Bush et al., 2000).
According to our findings, activations in the mediodorsal tha-
lamic nucleus can be primarily related to the emotional intensity 
of a stimulus while the centromedian/parafascicular complex is 
rather affected by general attentional processing, irrespective of the 
emotional context. In contrast, the paraventricular mediodorsal 
Table 2 | effects of anticipation.
  [anticipation of erotic × anticipation  [anticipation of erotic > anticipation 
  of emotional pictures]  of emotional pictures]
  x  y  z  t  p  x  y  z  t  p
SUBCORTiCAl REgiOnS
CM/PF  3  −17  0  3.7  0.01  5  −19  4  6.4  0.001
  −7  −13  6  2.9  0.05         
Parav. Thal            1  −9  12  5.3  0.001
Tectum  −7  −27  −4  4.0  0.01         
Pulvinar  17  −25  0  4.5  0.01         
  −17  −27  0  4.2  0.01         
NclCaud            7  −3  10  7 .8  0.001
VA            −9  −3  4  8.4  0.001
            5  −7  4  7 .6  0.001
Pall            −15  −9  2  6.7  0.001
Put            25  −15  4  5.2  0.001
CORTiCAl REgiOnS
aIfO  35  13  12  3.9  0.01  41  23  12  5.2  0.001
  −35  19  10  3.7  0.01         
dACC  5  7  46  6.4  0.001  5  3  50  6.8  0.001
  1  11  48  6.8  0.001         
FEF            39  1  36  5.6  0.001
IFS  41  29  20  3.6  0.01         
IPS            31  −55  34  7 .7  0.001
           −49  −35  40  10.1  0.001
MCC  3  3  30  3.6  0.01         
  −5  −3  34  3.6  0.01         
MFG  31  45  30  3.0  0.05         
MT +   41  −63  4  6.0  0.001  47  −59  6  6.6  0.001
  −39  −66  4  7 .2  0.001  −53  −65  16  6.8  0.001
PCC  −1  −31  22  3.9  0.01         
  −7  −31  28  3.8  0.01         
SFS  35  37  32  3.4  0.01         
SMA_lat  41  −7  44  6.9  0.001         
  −35  −5  44  6.2  0.001         
SPL            −31  −43  40  6.0  0.001
STG  41  −23  −2  3.7  0.01         
STS  53  −43  12  9.3  0.001  47  −45  16  8.2  0.001
  −49  −45  16  4.7  0.01         
Effects of anticipation revealed by the conjunction [anticipation of erotic pictures × anticipation of emotional pictures] (left) (conj. p < 0.05, uncorrected) and effects of 
sexual arousal during anticipation period revealed by the contrast [anticipation of erotic pictures > anticipation of emotional pictures] (right) (p < 0.001, uncorrected, 
x,y,z coordinates in Talairach space). For abbreviations see Table 1.Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  9
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et al., 1996; Haber and Calzavara, 2009) and attentional shift to 
  salient stimuli (van der Werf et al., 2002). It was shown to be part 
of  the  ascending  reticulo–thalamo–cortical  activating  system 
(Moruzzi and Magoun, 1949; Isaacson and Tanaka, 1986; Cornwall 
Intralaminar activations: the centromedian/parafascicular complex is 
involved in attention processing
The centromedian/parafascicular thalamic complex was previously 
found in animals to be related to attentional processing (Kinomura 
FIguRe 5 | Bilateral activation in the ventral anterior thalamic nucleus was revealed by the contrast [anticipation of erotic pictures > anticipation of 
emotional pictures] at an uncorrected threshold of p < 0.001, x: 4; y: −6; z: 5.
FIguRe 6 | Thalamic activation for erotic and emotional picture perception in the bilateral mediodorsal thalamic nucleus. Erotic picture perception showed a 
more mediodorsal activation pattern (red voxels), while activation for emotional picture perception was located more laterally (yellow voxels) (p < 0.001, uncorrected, 
x: −7,  y: −13, z: 10).Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  10
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Table 3 | Main effects of sexual arousal.
  x  y  z  t  p
Cd_head  11  1  14  3.9  0.01
IPS  31  −53  34  3.4  0.01
  −21  −61  34  3.4  0.01
PoCG  −43  −33  42  4.2  0.01
SMG  −51  −33  40  3.4  0.01
SPL  25  −73  28  3.8  0.01
MTG  39  −71  4  3.0  0.05
  −51  −67  4  3.6  0.001
OcG  −39  −65  −12  3.2  0.05
Parav. Thal  3  −13  12  3.0  0.05
Main effects of sexual arousal revealed by the conjunction [(anticipation of erotic 
picture > anticipation of emotional picture) × (erotic picture > emotional picture)] 
at a conjoint threshold of p < 0.05 (x, y, z coordinates in Talairach space). For 
abbreviations see Table 1.
Table 4 | effects of picture viewing.
  [erotic pictures × emotional pictures]  [erotic pictures > emotional pictures]
  x  y  z  t  p  x  y  z  t  p
SUBCORTiCAl REgiOnS
Cd_head            11  3  16  6.0  0.001
           −9  −5  14  6.6  0.001
MD  9  −17  14  4.3  0.01  3  −11  16  5.9  0.001
  −7  −13  8  4.2  0.01         
Pulvinar  17  −27  2  11.5  0.001         
  −23  −29  2  11.8  0.001         
Putamen  19  −1  10  3.2  0.05         
Str. term.            1  −3  4  7 .9  0.001
Tectum  −3  −25  0  4.3  0.01         
CORTiCAl REgiOnS
IFG  45  31  16  3.5  0.01         
  −43  27  20  2.8  0.05         
Insula  −37  −7  18  3.2  0.05         
IPS            37  −33  38  12.7  0.001
           −41  −35  40  9.5  0.001
MCC  −3  1  36  3.2  0.05         
MFG  37  17  26  4.6  0.01         
  −53  9  28  3.2  0.05         
MTG            51  −61  0  5.8  0.001
           −49  −63  0  6.4  0.001
PCC            11  −41  20  5.9  0.001
PrecG  41  −1  32  5.0  0.001         
  −35  −7  44  5.9  0.001  −25  −11  46  5.9  0.001
Precun            −13  −57  34  9.3  0.001
Effects of picture viewing revealed by the conjunction [erotic pictures × emotional pictures] (left) (conj. p < 0.05, uncorrected) and the effect of sex on the picture period 
shown by the contrast [erotic pictures > emotional pictures] (right) (p < 0.001, uncorrected, x, y, z coordinates in Talairach space). For abbreviations see Table 1.
and Phillipson, 1988b) and to be involved in sexual arousal and 
erection in rats and gerbils (Heeb and Yahr, 1996, 2001; Coolen et al., 
1997, 2003a,b; Veening and Coolen, 1998; Temel et al., 2004).
As shown by Matsumoto and colleagues, activations in macaque 
CM/PF neurons were not responsive to reward but to unexpected 
stimuli when investigated with electrophysiological recordings. 
Their pharmacological inactivation via muscimole, however, also 
abolished reward related processing which was specifically related 
to tonic activations in striatum (Matsumoto et al., 2001). Similarly, 
our results suggest the involvement of these intralaminar nuclei 
in general attentional processes, which are not specific to sexual 
processing but may be regarded necessary to reorient attention 
toward these specifically salient stimuli.
Activations in the CM/PF portions were paralleled by coactiva-
tions in anterior insula cortex and dorsal ACC in our study, and in 
these regions activations were greatest for erotic anticipation. For 
MD, on the other hand, no such indication of functional connec-
tivity, in terms of coactivation during a certain condition (Friston, 
1994), with the cingulo–opercular network could be found. In the 
attentional task, CM/PF, on the contrary, was coactive with those 
cortical regions with largest evidence for involvement in atten-
tional processes: The dorsal ACC as part of the cognitive division 
of ACC (Devinsky et al., 1995; Bush et al., 2000) has been found 
in a number of studies including executive control and direction 
of attention. Together with the anterior insula, it has thus been 
proposed to form the so called attention set network (Dosenbach 
et al., 2008). In our study, the expectancy condition requires subjects 
to direct their attention to the content of the subsequent picture 
period. This task is likely to set attention to the upcoming event. 
The activation of the anterior insula during this task supports the Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  11
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more dorsally and may thus represent rather CM than PF activations, 
due to limited spatial resolution, also contributions from lateral 
habenular complex would be possible. In case of interpretation of 
the structure as lateral habenular complex, however, a negative effect 
of sex would need to be discussed. Neurons in the lateral habenula 
(LHb) inter alia respond to negative prediction errors, e.g., when an 
outcome of any kind is worse than expected, when positive reward 
is not delivered or when punishment is received. In that context, 
it has been strongly related to disappointment in primates and in 
humans (Matsumoto and Hikosaka, 2007, 2009; Salas et al., 2010). 
The LHb has strong connections to the ventral tegmental area (via 
the rostromedial tegmental nucleus) and inhibits dopamine release 
in this structure when activated. Besides reward modulation, the 
habenula has been suggested to modulate sexual, maternal and 
feeding behavior as well as pain (Felton et al., 1999; Klemm, 2004; 
Hikosaka et al., 2008; Hikosaka, 2010). On a transmitter level, it also 
influences the other two monoaminergic systems via direct projec-
tions to the locus coeruleus and dorsal raphe nuclei and has thus 
been claimed to be causally involved in depression (Sartorius and 
Henn, 2007; Sartorius and Meyer-Lindenberg, 2009; Sartorius et al., 
2010). We find activity in the LHb complex as an interaction effect of 
sex during anticipation period, which is not present during picture 
period. Characteristics of nucleus accumbens activation potentially 
related to habenular activation could have served to clarify this issue. 
However, slice coverage did not include nucleus accumbens.
The exact attribution of the observed interaction effect thus 
remains open for final clarification in future studies. At this stage, 
it has to be noted that a task-by-sex interaction leads to significant 
effects during anticipation in CM but not in MD.
Investigating preceding attention toward sexually and emotional 
stimuli, we could show that CM/PF is integrated into a cortical network 
which has previously been characterized as relevant for attention.
In contrast to this latter subcortical network mainly involved 
in attentional processes related to erotic processing, e.g., to direct 
attention and orchestrate occulomotor responses, we could confirm 
the role of mediodorsal thalamus for the processing of emotional 
tone during actual erotic stimulation (Walter et al., 2008a,b).
Specific thalamic nuclei: the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus mediates 
emotional salience of stimuli
The mediodorsal thalamic nucleus forms a main part of the lim-
bic thalamus (Vogt et al., 1987a,b). Activation in this nucleus was 
described according to processing of emotional stimuli (Oyoshi 
et al., 1996; Price et al., 1996; Price, 1999; Vertes, 2006) and it seems 
to be impaired in mood disorders like depression (Drevets et al., 
1992). It was, moreover, described as part of the salience network 
(Seeley et al., 2007). Despite insufficient spatial resolution, peak 
activations during erotic stimulation have been reported in MD 
(Redouté et al., 2000; Arnow et al., 2002; Karama et al., 2002; Heinzel 
et al., 2006). However, a specific component analysis revealed that 
these activations were rather caused by the emotional content of 
sexual stimuli, which often increases during erotic stimulation, than 
by the specific erotic intensity itself (Walter et al., 2008a).
Activation of the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus was found in our 
study during both, emotional and erotic picture perception. This 
activation supports the involvement of MD in emotional process-
ing. In contrast to other studies, no differential effect between erotic 
hypothesis of its involvement in attention set. Since no direct motor 
task is required in our design, the hypothesized role of CM/PF for 
mere motor adjustment, as suggested by studies in non-human 
primates and rodents (van der Werf et al., 2002), may need adap-
tation in humans. While van der Werf and colleagues proposed a 
differentiation of PF and CM functions based on their different 
projections to medial and lateral striatum, with a specific role of 
CM during sensory motor and PF during associative-limbic motor 
functions, our study cannot contribute to such a distinction in 
humans mainly due to insufficient resolution. We can, however, 
confirm their clear distinction from MD regarding its function as 
well as its functional connectivity.
The CM/PF has been described to be strongly connected to the 
basal ganglia (Royce and Mourey, 1985; Cornwall and Phillipson, 
1988b; Berendse and Groenewegen, 1990; Nakano et al., 1990; 
Fenelon et al., 1991; Sadikot et al., 1992; Haber and Calzavara, 
2009) and the motor-, premotor, and primary somatosensory cor-
tex (Berendse and Groenewegen, 1991; François et al., 1991). These 
connections have been found especially for CM, while PF seems to 
be connected to the dACC and there especially to BA24 (Vogt et al., 
1987a,b; van der Werf et al., 2002). Only few studies reported con-
nections of CM/PF with the anterior insula in hamsters (Reep and 
Winans, 1982a,b) and in rhesus monkeys (Mufson and Mesulam, 
1984). In humans, anatomical connections especially from CM/PF 
to dACC, anterior insula and to a majority of subcortical structures 
are supported by diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) results (Eckert 
et al., 2009). Our findings show a coactivation of CM/PF with dACC 
and the anterior insula indicating a functional connectivity of these 
regions under the task condition. These findings support the exist-
ence of at least a functional connectivity between CM/PF, dACC 
and the anterior insula also in humans.
The effect of greater activation during erotic as compared to 
emotional anticipation periods as found for the anterior insula, 
in addition to the main effect of attention, parallels results of the 
interaction analysis in CM/PF. While this activation was located 
Table 5 | Comparison of effects of sexual arousal during anticipation and 
picture period.
  x  y  z  t  p
aIfO  39  9  14  5.2  0.001
  −31  19  14  5.5  0.001
CM/PF  9  −21  4  5.5  0.001
dACC  9  19  36  5.7  0.001
  −3  15  30  5.3  0.001
SMG  49  −39  38  7 .1  0.001
  −51  −43  34  5.0  0.001
STS  49  −41  14  5.9  0.001
  −53  −45  22  6.5  0.001
PraecG  −39  −7  42  5.9  0.001
Comparison of effects of sexual arousal during anticipation and picture period 
shown by the contrast [(anticipation of erotic pictures  > anticipation of emotional 
pictures) > (erotic pictures > emotional pictures)] for an uncorrected p < 0.001. 
The inverse contrast [(erotic pictures > emotional pictures) > (anticipation of 
erotic pictures > anticipation of emotional pictures)] did not show any significant 
clusters up to an uncorrected level of p < 0.001 (x, y, z coordinates in Talairach 
space). For abbreviations see Table 1.Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  12
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during erotic picture conditions, however, should be interpreted 
with caution given our specific experimental design using cued 
conditions. It has to be noted that our paradigm uses expect-
ancy conditions to induce preceding attention toward upcoming 
stimuli. This restricts the interpretation of attention effects to a 
rather cognitive construct of attention and may not be confused 
with other concepts of stimulus-driven attention. Nonetheless, 
the work in animals to which we related our findings in CM/PF, 
was mainly done on tasks which rather involve the latter type 
of attention. Despite these critical limitations to our findings, 
it can still be stated that MD activations, in contrast to CM/PF 
activations are more related to processing of aspects that lead 
to allocation of attention (such as emotion or salience), than to 
processing of attention itself (Figure 7).
Laterodorsal and parataenial thalamic nucleus are specific to the 
task independent effect of sexual arousal
An effect of stimulus value has to be considered for erotic stimuli. 
It was expected in thalamic regions that are connected to struc-
tures that have previously been reported to be associated with SSI 
or stimulus value such as the case for hypothalamus and ventral 
striatum (Walter et al., 2008a).
Laterodorsal thalamic nucleus. We could show that thalamic acti-
vations that were located at anatomical locations of LD and PT 
were specific to sexual processing as ascertained by the analysis of 
the main effects of sex. The activation of the LD thalamus specific 
to visual erotic stimulation that we detected in our study is sup-
ported by several findings on connectivity of LD to the limbic cor-
tex (Thompson and Robertson, 1987; van Groen and Wyss, 1992; 
Shibata, 2000) and to the lateral hypothalamus (Ryszka and Heger, 
1979) found specifically active during erotic perception (Walter 
et al., 2008a) and erotic stimulation (Georgiadis et al., 2010).
Parataenial thalamic nucleus. The PT nucleus belongs to the medial 
thalamic nuclei group (Rose and Woolsey, 1949).
Its projections to the nucleus accumbens (Powell and Cowan, 
1954; Berendse and Groenewegen, 1991) are in accordance with the 
activation of the reward system found in most studies investigating 
sexual processing (Walter et al., 2008a). The activation of the PT 
nucleus specific to the perception of sexual stimuli as found in our 
study supports these previous findings.
It is worth noting that the analysis of the peristimulus time 
histograms in PT revealed that the peaks for erotic expectancy con-
ditions lagged those for the erotic picture conditions by 3 s, which 
was the actual lag of expectancy and subsequent picture conditions 
(Figure 4). This indicates at least a confound on the expectancy 
effects by their subsequent picture conditions. According to these 
results, activation in PT is rather caused by sexual perception than 
by sexual attention although an influence of sexual attention on this 
area is likely, but cannot fully be explained by our results.
Ventral anterior thalamic nucleus and motor preparation
A greater role in motor preparation is hypothesized for VA, which 
showed effects of anticipation similar to the intralaminar CM/PF 
complex. Different from the latter nuclei, we found stronger activa-
tions during erotic as compared to emotional expectancies and no 
main effect of expectancy.
and non-erotic picture perception was found in MD in our study. 
We attribute this to the specific picture set used in our study, which, 
based on our previous investigations, was purposely matched for 
GEA. Consequently, since the two picture samples did not differ in 
their emotional intensity ratings, no significant differential effect 
was expected for MD during the picture conditions.
This finding supports the hypothesis that MD strongly detects 
the emotional content of a stimulus and thus provides a neces-
sary component for sexual processing. Therefore the MD is not 
considered a specific but rather a supportive sexual core region. 
This would explain the observation of sexual dysfunction after MD 
lesions and underlines the importance of the affective component 
during a multidimensional processing of sexual arousal (Redouté 
et al., 2000; Temel et al., 2004).
The MD was described as a relay nucleus of the thalamus, linking 
basal ganglia and cortex (McFarland and Haber, 2002). Subcortical 
connections of MD were reported to periaqueductal gray, ventral 
tegmental area, and claustrum in monkeys (Erickson et al., 2004) 
as well as to amygdala, area innominata, LHb, lateral hypothalamus, 
the ventral tegmental area, and the dorsal tegmental gray in rats 
(Krettek and Price, 1977; Cornwall and Phillipson, 1988a). Main 
cortical projections were found to the PFC in humans, primates and 
cats (Alexander and Fuster, 1973; Vogt et al., 1987a,b; Price, 1999; 
Erickson and Lewis, 2004). Reciprocal connections to the anterior 
insula have been described in rats (Allen et al., 1991), hamsters (Reep 
and Winans, 1982a,b), and in monkeys (Ray and Price, 1992, 1993). 
Functional connectivity of MD with the anterior insula has also 
been shown in humans (Seeley et al., 2007) and anatomical studies 
in vivo, using DTI, showed MD connections to anterior insula and 
PFC (Eckert et al., 2009; Klein et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010).
In this study, we found a coactivation of the supracallosal 
and MCC and MD thalamus during picture perception. These 
activations were paralleled by mid-insular activations, though it 
has to be noted that most ventral aspects of the anterior insula 
were not covered by our functional acquisition. This coactiva-
tion is in line with the findings by Seeley and colleagues which 
suggest an involvement of MD in salience processing. Other than 
task- or goal-directed attention, salience describes a stimulus 
property to result in reallocation and binding of attentional 
resources to itself. In response to an external stimulus, this proc-
ess was shown to be mediated by exactly these regions, namely 
the supracallosal dACC and midcingulate as well as anterior 
insula together with peak activations most likely to represent 
  mediodorsal thalamus (Seeley et al., 2007). While this network 
was best described using an independent component approach 
on resting-state data, we were able to replicate this network using 
our task data. Interestingly, we did not find significant differ-
ences during the actual picture conditions, suggesting compa-
rable salience of emotionally matched stimuli after they have 
both been announced by expectancy cues. MD activations may 
thus be equally related to the emotional tone of the pictures 
or to their (comparable) salience. This is also be indicated by 
similar BOLD responses in anterior insula and supracallosal ACC 
for both conditions, which have recently been shown to specifi-
cally code salience processing (Litt et al., 2010). At the current 
stage, the involvement of MD in salience processing or emotional 
processing during erotic visual stimulation cannot be ultimately 
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and Divac, 1975; Chozick, 1983; Packard and Knowlton, 2002). 
Moreover, an involvement in goal-directed behavior during erotic 
stimulation was suggested by Aron and colleagues (Aron et al., 
2005). Studies investigating sexual processing found different 
activations in the caudate nucleus during erotic and emotional 
picture perception (Walter et al., 2008b). We found coactivation 
with both MD as well as CM/PF in the medial head of caudate 
nucleus in both anticipation and picture period, which supports 
its involvement in separate thalamocortical circuits processing, 
among others, attention and emotion. As revealed by our results, 
sex during both anticipation and picture period elicited greater 
results in the right medial head of caudate nucleus, which under-
lines its involvement not only in sexual perception but also in 
sexual attention.
Connections from caudate nucleus have been described to 
CM/PF in cats (Royce, 1978, 1983) and to MD in cats and mon-
keys (Showers, 1958; Macchi et al., 1984). We found a functional 
connectivity of the head of caudate nucleus with CM during 
anticipation period and with MD during picture perception. 
Our findings lend support to the previously described anatomi-
cal connections.
Claustrum
It has been suggested that the claustrum is involved in consciousness 
(Crick and Koch, 2005) and studies investigating sexual processing 
have been able to underline these findings (Mouras et al., 2003; 
Georgiadis et al., 2009, 2010).
The VA thalamic nucleus is one of the relay nuclei of the tha-
lamus that have bidirectional connections both to basal ganglia 
and cortex (Haber and McFarland, 2001; McFarland and Haber, 
2002; Haber and Calzavara, 2009). It is part of the oculomotor loop 
linking parts of the basal ganglia (caudate nucleus, globus pallidus, 
substantia nigra) and FEF (Alexander et al., 1986). Being associated 
with motor control and motor learning (Haber and McFarland, 
2001), it holds cortical connections with the supplementary motor 
area, cingulate motor area, premotor cortex, PFC, and FEF.
In our experiment, we find main activation in VA and FEF dur-
ing anticipation of sexual stimuli. This can be due to the motor 
preparatory component of the anticipation task, which is triggered 
by the sexual (motor relevant) content of the subsequent stimulus. 
This hypothesis is supported by our finding of coactivation of the 
precentral gyrus during the perception of erotic stimuli which has 
also been shown by previous studies investigating sexual perception 
(Mouras et al., 2003; Moulier et al., 2006).
extrathalaMIc actIvatIons
While hypothalamus and ventral striatum were not covered by our 
investigation, we could monitor sex effects in more dorsal parts of 
the ventral striatum:
Caudate and putamen
The caudate nucleus is part of several thalamocortical circuits as 
described by Alexander and colleagues (Alexander et al., 1986). 
It was shown to be involved in learning and memory (Oberg 
FIguRe 7 | Schematic representation of segregated and integrated processing of emotional and attentional dimensions during sexual stimulation. Distinct 
parcellations within thalamus reflect a rostro-caudal parcellation of ACC with direct connections of corresponding portions. The anterior insula (AI) may serve as an 
integrator with connections to both networks thus orchestrating functionally distinct processes. Arrow width does not indicate the strength of directionality.Frontiers in Neuroanatomy  www.frontiersin.org  November 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 138  |  14
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As revealed by previous studies, activation in the claustrum 
was often hard to differentiate from insular activity due to poor 
special resolution (Arnow et al., 2002). Making use of a high 
spatial resolution approach, we were able to distinguish between 
claustrum and insular activity. We found activation in the claus-
trum for erotic, but not for non-erotic picture perception. This 
finding supports the hypothesis of a previous study by Walter and 
colleagues that the claustrum is mainly involved in the process-
ing of erotic stimuli (Walter et al., 2008b). As our stimuli were 
matched for emotional intensity, we even suggest the specificity 
of claustral activation to erotic stimuli, independent of their emo-
tional content.
lIMItatIons
While this is, to our knowledge, the first group study at ultra 
high field, enabling group inference on small anatomical struc-
tures, our group size was limited to a population of 10 male 
subjects. This group setting was chosen in a way to maximize 
homogeneity. Since some authors have proposed differences in 
sex-related activations in males and females (Hamann et al., 
2004), the extrapolation of our results to a female population is 
thus questionable. However it was shown that specific activations 
were similar between males and females when different degrees 
of subjective ratings were controlled for (Karama et al., 2002) 
or when stimuli with equal sexual intensity were chosen (Walter 
et al., 2008a). We wanted to use an optimized paradigm of one 
single run and thus maximized sexual arousal of pictures for a 
male group, which also limited possible confounds of gender on 
the main effects. It remains subject to future studies to explore 
the newly described activation patterns in a female population. 
However, future studies may address a greater population not 
only to account for gender effects, but also to improve inference 
accuracy about a global population.
At the current stage, the subject selection criteria on ultra high 
fields are comparably strict which may change with the increase in 
safety experience on such systems and which will further allow the 
definition of an optimal sample size for group studies. While there 
are currently efforts to include increasing numbers of subjects into 
the same study on lower fields to tackle the same issue of general-
izability (Fox and Lancaster, 2002), other scales may probably be 
more sensible given that larger smoothing in large scale population 
studies counteract the high spatial specificities for which our setup 
was chosen.
Despite the above mentioned advantages of high resolution fMRI 
at 7 Tesla, it suffers from reduced accuracy due to signal dropouts in 
ventral subcortical structures, such as parts of nucleus accumbens and 
hypothalamus, which are caused by magnetic field (B0) inhomogenei-
ties at air–tissue boundaries. As these structures have been shown to be 
involved especially during sexual arousal (Mouras et al., 2003; Moulier 
et al., 2006; Walter et al., 2007), functional imaging sequences that 
reduce the signal loss in these structures are highly desirable. Higher 
resolution is possible and has been demonstrated (Speck et al., 2008). 
On the other hand, high temporal resolution needed for event-related 
studies is obtained at the cost of reduced volume coverage.
Other structures like the ventral pallidum show extremely short 
native T2* at 7 Tesla due to iron deposits (Hallgren and Sourander, 
1958; Aoki et al., 1989) and thus very low signal intensity. The 
covered scan volume was based on strong prior hypotheses from 
previous similar studies of our own group (Heinzel et al., 2006; 
Walter et al., 2007, 2008a,b) and showed convincing effects within 
the regions of interest including thalamus, dACC and anterior 
insula. Due to this limited volume coverage, this study cannot 
answer specific question regarding sexual processing in distinct 
parts of the ventral and dorsal attention network or functional 
connectivity that would help to further defining small structures 
such as LHb.
It should also be noted that despite additional smoothing, we 
strongly emphasized our analysis on the detection of small struc-
tures such as thalamic subregions, while larger clusters of activation 
in bigger anatomical (e.g., cortical) regions could have benefited 
from greater smoothing kernels. Our approach was aimed at high 
spatial specificity necessary for the detection of small subcorti-
cal structures. As group statistics dependent on spatial smoothing 
to increase intersubject overlap we accepted that this may lead to 
reduced sensitivity in cortical areas.
For the performance of group statistics, all anatomical and 
functional data were transferred into Talairach space as offered by 
BrainVoyager QX. The anatomical alignment requires additional 
anatomical information which leads to an optimized overlap of 
subcortical regions and allows for a clear differentiation between 
distinct subcortical structures. In cortical areas, however, other 
means of non-linear normalization as provided by other software 
distributions may have been better suited.
conclusIon
Our results show the involvement of subcortical structures, espe-
cially the thalamus and caudate nucleus, in the core components 
of sexual processing and embed them into predescribed thalamo-
cortical loops.
The emotional component of sexual stimuli is reflected in the 
coactivation of the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus together with the 
pregenual ACC that has been shown to encode the emotional com-
ponent of sexual arousal on cortical level (Walter et al., 2008a).
In contrast, sexual attention is represented by activation in the 
centromedian/parafascicular and the lateral habenula complex. The 
CM/PF that is connected to dACC, showed a functional connectiv-
ity with the anterior insula during erotic anticipation, which we 
point to trigger the salience component of sexual attention.
The paraventricular thalamus, including the paraventricular 
MD, LD, and PT showed sex-specific activation, in accordance 
with connections to lateral hypothalamus, nucleus accumbens and 
cingulate cortex. This brings small parts of the thalamus back to 
a specific involvement in sexual processing which was so far not 
detectable using standard fMRI at lower fields.
For the first time, different components of sexual processing 
described in the literature and observed on cortical level could 
be related to distinct thalamocortical circuits involving the basal 
ganglia as a relay station of sexual arousal and attention.
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